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Before the 
COPYRIGHT ROYALTY JUDGES 

Washington, D.C. 
 
 
____________________________________ 
      : 
In re      : 
      : 
Distribution of Digital   :      Docket No. 2010-8 CRB DD 2005-2008 (MW)   
Audio Recording Technology  : 
Musical Works Royalty Funds  : 
____________________________________ : 
 
 
WRITTEN DIRECT CASE OF BROADCAST MUSIC, INC., AMERICAN SOCIETY OF 
COMPOSERS, AUTHORS AND PUBLISHERS, SESAC, INC., AND THE HARRY FOX 

AGENCY, INC. IN PAPER PROCEEDING 
 

 
I.  INTRODUCTION 
 
  Broadcast Music, Inc. (“BMI”), the American Society of Composers, Authors and 

Publishers (“ASCAP”), SESAC, Inc. (“SESAC”) ( BMI, ASCAP and SESAC are collectively, the 

“Performing Rights Organizations”) and The Harry Fox Agency, Inc. (“HFA”) hereby submit their 

written direct case in this proceeding in response to the order of the Copyright Royalty Judges (the 

“Judges”) dated November 15, 2013.  See Order in Docket No. 2010-8 CRB DD 2005-2008 (MW) 

(November 15, 2013) (the “Paper Proceeding Order”).   

  This proceeding involves the determination of entitlement to distribution of royalties 

pursuant to 17 U.S.C. § 1007 from the Writers and Publishers Subfunds of the 2006 Digital Audio 

Recording Technologies (“DART”) Musical Works Fund (hereinafter referred to as the “Funds at 

Issue”).  Only five claimants are participating in this proceeding: the three Performing Rights 

Organizations and HFA (hereinafter, collectively the “Settling Parties”) and a single individual 

claimant named David Powell.  The Settling Parties have fully settled their claims to the distribution 
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of royalties from the Funds at Issue through confidential agreements among each of the Settling 

Parties.  Mr. Powell, however, has not settled his claims with the Settling Parties.  Accordingly, the 

sole issue to be determined in this proceeding is the percentage of royalties from the Funds at Issue 

that should be allocated and distributed to the Settling Parties, collectively, and the percentage of the 

royalties that should be allocated and distributed to Mr. Powell.   

  The Settling Parties will establish in their direct case herein that the Settling Parties 

are entitled to one hundred percent (100%) of the royalties from the Funds at Issue and that Mr. 

Powell is not entitled to any of the Funds at Issue.1  The direct case includes testimony from Ellen 

Meltzer-Zahn, Vice President of Member Services at ASCAP, and from Lisa Robinson, Director of 

Accounts Receivable and Income Tracking at HFA.  Ms. Meltzer-Zahn’s testimony will show that 

the Settling Parties represent all of the musical works that have been performed publicly in 2006 or 

that have been distributed as sound recordings in 2006, for which claims have been filed in this 

proceeding.  Ms. Robinson’s testimony will show that the Settling Parties have been unable to 

identify any sales in 2006 of recordings embodying Mr. Powell’s musical works in their own or 

publicly available records and databases.  In addition, and in the event Mr. Powell does demonstrate 

sales of recordings of his works, Ms. Robinson’s testimony will provide data regarding the sales of 

recordings in the United States in 2006 which can be used to calculate Mr. Powell’s individual 

entitlement to a portion of the Funds at Issue, consistent with the precedent in prior proceedings that 

all funds should be awarded to the Settling Parties less any amounts to which an individual non-

settling claimant proves his entitlement.  

 

                                                 
1  The Settling Parties have already received one hundred percent (100%) of the royalty distributions from both 
subfunds of the 2005, 2007 and 2008 DART Musical Works Funds in this proceeding, as well as a ninety-five percent 
(95%) distribution from the 2006 DART Funds at Issue.  See Order in Docket No. 2010-8 CRB DD 2005-2008 (MW) 
(April 14, 2011) and Order in Docket No. 2010-8 CRB DD 2005-2008 (MW) (April 12, 2013). 
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II.  THE SETTLING PARTIES CLAIM OF ENTITLEMENT 

  The Settling Parties, in compliance with 37 C.F.R.§ 351.4(b)(3) and the Paper 

Proceeding Order, hereby state the following claim to royalties collected pursuant to the Audio 

Home Recording Act (“AHRA”), Pub. L. No. 102-563, 106 Stat. 4237 (1992): 

2006 DART Musical Works Fund, Writers Subfund – 100% 
2006 DART Musical Works Fund, Publishers Subfund – 100% 

 

III.  THE PARTIES TO THIS PROCEEDING 

  A. The Settling Parties 

  The Settling Parties represent all participating publishers and songwriters claiming 

royalties to the Funds at Issue except for a single claimant described below.2  The Performing 

Rights Organizations, in the aggregate, represent the public performing rights of hundreds of 

thousands of composer, lyricist, songwriter and publisher members and affiliates with combined 

repertories of millions of copyrighted musical works.  See Meltzer-Zahn Testimony at 2.  On behalf 

of their members and affiliates, the Performing Rights Organizations license the public performance 

rights granted to their respective members and affiliates as copyright owners under Section 106(4) 

of the Copyright Act (17 U.S.C. § 106(4)).  The Performing Rights Organizations are also affiliated 

with about ninety foreign performing rights societies around the world and license the repertories of 

those societies in the United States.  Id.  HFA acts as licensing agent for thousands of music 

publishers in the United States – who in turn represent the interests of hundreds of thousands of 

                                                 
2  Indeed, the Settling Parties represent all publishers and all songwriters claiming royalties in the Writers 
and/or Publishers Subfunds of the DART Musical Works Funds for 2005, 2007 and 2008.  However, those funds are 
no longer in controversy. 
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songwriters.  HFA also represents multiple foreign societies that represent foreign songwriters and 

music publishers through agreements with such foreign mechanical rights organizations.3  Id. 

  The Settling Parties therefore represent collectively the vast majority of U.S. 

songwriters, composers and music publishers, and many thousands from around the world, and 

represent collectively the vast majority of U.S. musical works and many tens of thousands of 

foreign musical works.  Id. at 3.  The Copyright Act expressly recognizes the Settling Parties as 

“interested copyright part[ies]” in 17 U.S.C. Section 1001(7).  The Settling Parties have been 

awarded well over ninety-nine percent (99%) of all DART musical works royalties in final DART 

distributions since the enactment of the AHRA in 1992. 

  B. The Only Non-Settling Claimant 

  In addition to the Settling Parties, only one other party with claims to the Funds at 

Issue filed a Petition to Participate in this proceeding – an individual named David Powell, 

proceeding pro se.  Mr. Powell’s claims consisted of separate filings of claims to the 2006 Musical 

Works Fund Writers Subfund and Publishers Subfund, copies of which are attached as Exhibits 1 

and 2.  In his filings, Mr. Powell identifies a single work entitled “Liberation Movement.” 

 

IV.  BACKGROUND OF THIS PROCEEDING 

  By notice dated July 16, 2012, 77 Fed. Reg. 42764 (July 20, 2012) (“Notice”), the 

Judges announced the commencement of a proceeding to determine the distribution of the royalties 

in the 2005, 2006, 2007 and 2008 DART Musical Works Funds collected pursuant to the AHRA.  

The Notice also directed that petitions to participate in the consolidated proceeding be filed with the 

Judges by August 20, 2012.  The Settling Parties complied with this request by filing their Joint 
                                                 
3  Lists of the individual songwriters and music publishers and affiliated foreign performing rights and 
mechanical rights organizations represented by each of the Settling Parties in this proceeding were submitted with 
their respective claims and are incorporated herein by reference. 
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Petition to Participate on August 20, 2012.  Mr. Powell filed a Petition to Participate on August 21, 

2012 and the Judges accepted his late filing. 

  The Judges later determined that Mr. Powell had filed a timely claim for DART 

royalties only for the 2006 DART Musical Works Fund Writers and Publishers Subfunds, and 

authorized final distribution to the Settling Parties of all remaining DART royalties from the 2005, 

2007 and 2008 funds.  See Order in Docket No. 2010-8 CRB DD 2005-2008 (MW) (April 12, 

2013).  Accordingly, the proceeding continued with respect only to the final distribution of royalties 

from the 2006 Musical Works Funds, i.e., the Funds at Issue. 

  With respect to the Funds at Issue, the Settling Parties pursued in good faith 

throughout this proceeding a settlement with Mr. Powell but have been unable to reach a mutually 

satisfactory resolution.  Following the close of a voluntary negotiation period, the Settling Parties 

moved that the Judges institute a paper proceeding pursuant to Section 803(b)(5) of the Copyright 

Act.  17 U.S.C. § 803(b)(5).  Following a comment period, the Judges granted the motion of the 

Settling Parties and issued the Paper Proceeding Order commencing this proceeding. 

 

V.  BASIS FOR THE SETTLING PARTIES’ DISTRIBUTION AWARD 

  The Settling Parties present affidavits from the following two witnesses in support of 

their claim: Ellen Meltzer-Zahn, Vice President of Member Services at ASCAP, and Lisa Robinson, 

Director of Accounts Receivable and Income Tracking at HFA. 

  Ms. Meltzer-Zahn testifies to the Settling Parties’ interest in this proceeding and the 

Settling Parties’ investigation into the authorship and copyright ownership of the work identified in 

Mr. Powell’s claims.  
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  It is well established that royalty payments with respect to the DART Musical 

Works Fund are restricted to allocations to an interested copyright party (17 U.S.C. § 1006(a)) and 

only based upon the extent to which “each musical work was distributed in the form of digital 

musical recordings or analog musical recordings or disseminated to the public in transmissions.”  17 

U.S.C. § 1006(c)(2).  A party is an “interested copyright party” only if it meets one of four statutory 

criteria set forth in 17 U.S.C. § 1001(7).4   

  It is clear from the rulings in all prior DART proceedings, as well as the Settling 

Parties’ Petition to Participate in this proceeding, that the Settling Parties are well-established, 

interested copyright parties pursuant to 17 U.S.C. § 1001(7)(D)(ii) (each of the Settling Parties is an 

“association or other organization engaged in licensing rights in musical works to music users on 

behalf of writers and publishers”).  As the representatives of millions of musical works that have 

been distributed in the form of digital and analog musical recordings and have been disseminated to 

the public in transmissions during 2006 (see Meltzer-Zahn Testimony at 2; Robinson Testimony at 

1), the Settling Parties are clearly entitled to distributions pursuant to Section 1006.   

  However, in the absence of proving any record sales or performances of Musical 

Works in 2006, Mr. Powell does not meet any of the Section 1006 criteria for receiving a 

distribution.  As Ms. Meltzer-Zahn testifies, the Settling Parties have been unable to verify that Mr. 

                                                 
4  Section1001(7) reads: “An ‘interested copyright party’ is —  

(A) the owner of the exclusive right under section 106(1) of this title to reproduce a sound recording of a musical 
work that has been embodied in a digital musical recording or analog musical recording lawfully made under this 
title that has been distributed; 

(B) the legal or beneficial owner of, or the person that controls, the right to reproduce in a digital musical recording 
or analog musical recording a musical work that has been embodied in a digital musical recording or analog musical 
recording lawfully made under this title that has been distributed; 

(C) a featured recording artist who performs on a sound recording that has been distributed; or 

(D) any association or other organization —  

(i) representing persons specified in subparagraph (A), (B), or (C), or 

(ii) engaged in licensing rights in musical works to music users on behalf of writers and publishers.” 
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Powell is an author or the legal or beneficial owner of, or a person who controls, any musical 

composition that was transmitted or sold in 2006.  Meltzer-Zahn Testimony at 4. 

  In July 2006, Mr. Powell registered two unpublished works entitled or incorporating 

the title “Liberation Movement” with the Copyright Office.  The first is a registration on a Form 

TX (number TXu 1-344-005) dated July 31, 2006 for a textual work entitled “David Powell 

Liberation Movement.”  The second is a registration on a Form SR (number SRu 628-683) dated 

July 28, 2006 for a sound recording work entitled “Liberation Movement D. Powell Life Story,” 

the underlying authorship of which is described as “drama, literary work lecture text, words, 

multimedia kit.”  Copies of the Copyright Office registration certificates for these works are 

attached hereto as Exhibits 3-4.  Neither of these registrations appears to be associated with a 

musical work, but rather appears to be associated with textual material.  Meltzer-Zahn Testimony 

at 6.  Moreover, there is no evidence that either of these works were ever transmitted or sold in 

2006.  Id. at 6.  Therefore, unless Mr. Powell can prove entitlement to his claims through his written 

direct case, he is not entitled to an allocation of the Funds at Issue collected pursuant to the AHRA.5 

                                                 
5   The Settling Parties have received all but a token amount of DART Musical Works Funds royalties over the 
years. In the first DART distribution proceedings, concerning the 1992-1994 DART royalties, a Copyright Arbitration 
Royalty Panel (“CARP”) determined, and the Librarian of Congress (the “Librarian”) concurred, that the methodology 
for determining distribution of the Musical Works Funds as presented by the Settling Parties in their direct case – that of 
comparing the sales of recordings of an individual claimant’s works to total universe of sales – was “logical and 
consistent” and, accordingly, completely acceptable for establishing resolution of de minimis individual claims.  See 
Librarian of Congress Distribution Order in Docket No. 95-1 CARP DD 92-94, Distribution of the 1992, 1993, and 1994 
Musical Works Funds, 62 Fed. Reg. 6558, 6561 (February 12, 1997), attached as Appendix 1.  See also Copyright 
Arbitration Royalty Panel Report, In the Matter of Distribution of DART Royalty Funds for 1992, 1993 and 1994, 
Docket No. 95-1 CARP DD 92-94 (December 16, 1996), attached as Appendix 2.  The Librarian’s decision in the first 
DART proceeding was upheld on appeal by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit.  See Curry v. Librarian of 
Congress, No. 97-1119 (D.C. Cir. November 4, 1998) (Appendix 3), petition for en banc review denied, No. 97-1119 
(D.C. Cir. February 4, 1999) (Appendix 4), cert. denied sub nom. Cannings v. Librarian of Congress, 527 U.S. 1038 
(1999) (Appendix 5), petition for reh’g of denial of cert. denied, Cannings v. Librarian of Congress, 527 U.S. 1058 
(1999) (Appendix 6) (finding nothing in petitioners’ claims warranting modification or remand of the Librarian’s orders 
on review).  

 In the second DART proceeding, concerning the 1995-1998 DART royalties and again involving the Settling 
Parties and an individual pro se claimant, the same methodology for distribution was accepted by the Librarian.  See 
Librarian of Congress Distribution Order in Docket No. 99-3 CARP DD 95-98, Distribution of 1995, 1996, 1997, and 
1998 Digital Audio Recording Technology Royalties, 66 Fed. Reg. 9360, 9363 (February 7, 2001), attached as Appendix 
7; Copyright Arbitration Royalty Panel Report, In the Matter of Distribution of DART Royalty Funds for 1995, 1996, 
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  Ms. Robinson testifies to the sales of sound recordings in 2006.  Ms. Robinson 

submits data from Nielsen’s SoundScan music sales measurement service regarding the sales of all 

sound recordings in 2006 for the purposes of allocating shares of the Funds at Issue, if necessary, 

consistent with allocations made in the past DART proceedings. As Ms. Robinson testifies, based 

upon an evaluation of sound recordings of musical works that may have been authored or owned by 

Mr. Powell, Nielsen’s SoundScan data shows no sales for Mr. Powell.  Robinson Testimony at 3. 

  The Librarian has deemed it appropriate in royalty distribution proceedings for de 

minimis claims under the AHRA to use an award allocation formula whereby the total sales of 

recordings of an individual claimant’s works is the numerator, and the universe of sales of all 

musical recordings is the denominator, of the award allocation ratio.  See Librarian’s Decision in 

Docket No. 95-1 CARP DD 92-94, 62 Fed. Reg. 6558, 6561 (February 12, 1997) (noting that “the 

Panel acted properly in basing its determination solely on the evidence of record sales”); see also 

Librarian’s Decision in Docket No. 99-3 CARP DD 95-98, 66 Fed. Reg. 9360, 9362-9363 

(February 7, 2001) (approving the same approach).  Chapter 8 of the Copyright Act requires the 

Judges not only to act in accordance with the Act but also in accordance with “prior determinations 

and interpretations of the Copyright Royalty Tribunal, Librarian of Congress, the Register of 

Copyrights, copyright arbitration royalty panels…and decisions of the court of appeals . . . .”  17 

                                                                                                                                                             
1997 and 1998, Docket No. 99-3 CARP DD 95-98 (November 9, 2000), attached as Appendix 8.  An appeal was 
docketed but withdrawn pursuant to the appellant’s motion and the case was ultimately dismissed.  See Evelyn v. 
Librarian of Congress, No. 01-1117 (D.C. Cir. April 25, 2001), attached as Appendix 9.   

 In the third DART proceeding, concerning the distribution of 1999-2001 DART royalties, the Settling Parties 
filed their case and the proceeding was terminated due to the failure to submit a timely filed written direct case by the 
only non-settling party, an individual pro se claimant whose claim was duly dismissed with prejudice.  See Order, In the 
Matter of Distribution of 1999, 2000 and 2001 Digital Audio Recording Funds, Docket No. 2002-6 CARP DD 99-01 
(January 31, 2003), attached as Appendix 10. 

 Likewise, the fourth DART proceeding, concerning the 2002-2004 DART royalties, was terminated due to a 
failure to submit a timely filed written direct case by the only non-settling party, an individual pro se claimant whose 
claim was also dismissed with prejudice.  See Order, In the Matter of Distribution of 2002, 2003 and 2004 Digital Audio 
Recording Funds, Docket No. 2006-5 CRB DD 2002-2004 (June 24, 2009), attached as Appendix 11. 
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U.S.C. § 803(a)(1).  Using this allocation formula, unless Mr. Powell demonstrates actual sales of 

recordings of his musical works, he is not entitled to any royalties.  Thus far, Mr. Powell has failed 

to establish that he owns or controls any musical work that was sold or transmitted in 2006, making 

the numerator of the allocation formula zero.  Therefore, Mr. Powell is not entitled to an allocation 

of any royalties. 

  Based on Ms. Meltzer-Zahn’s and Ms. Robinson’s testimonies regarding the alleged 

musical work claimed by Mr. Powell and the sales of sound recordings embodying musical works 

represented by the Settling Parties, Mr. Powell should receive a zero percent (0%) share of the 

award of the Funds at Issue, and the Settling Parties should receive one hundred percent (100%) of 

such Funds at Issue.  See Librarian’s Decision in Docket No. 99-3 CARP DD 95-98, 66 Fed. Reg. 

9360, 9365 (February 7, 2001); see also Librarian’s Decision in Docket No. 95-1 CARP DD 92-94, 

62 Fed. Reg. 6558, 6561 (February 12, 1997) (approving of the CARP Panel’s methodology, based 

on the mathematical concept that “the sum of the parts must equal the whole,” to conclude that the 

Settling Parties share was equal to the total amount of the royalties in question minus the non-

settling parties’ shares). 

 

VI.  RECORDS FROM PREVIOUS DISTRIBUTION PROCEEDINGS 

  Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 351.4, the Settling Parties hereby incorporate by reference 

their direct cases from the four previous DART royalty distribution proceedings under the AHRA, 

including the complete testimony and exhibits presented therein by Ms. Alison Smith of BMI dated 

March 21, 1996, November 8, 1999 and January 9, 2003; Mr. Milt Laughlin of BMI dated 

November 5, 1999, January 10, 2003 and May 28, 2009; and Mr. Seth Saltzman of ASCAP dated 

May 27, 2009. 
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TESTIMONY OF ELLEN MELTZER-ZAHN 

 

Background and Qualifications 

1. My name is Ellen Meltzer-Zahn.  I am currently Vice President of Business & 

Membership Affairs of the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers (“ASCAP”).  

I am testifying as a witness on behalf of ASCAP, Broadcast Music, Inc. (“BMI”), SESAC, Inc. 

(“SESAC”) (collectively the “Performing Rights Organizations”) and The Harry Fox Agency 

(“HFA”), the leading mechanical licensing, collection and distribution agent for music publishers 

in the U.S. (collectively with the Performing Rights Organization, the “Settling Parties”).  My 

testimony concerns the allocation of DART Musical Works Fund royalties to the Settling Parties 

in this proceeding. 

2. I have worked at ASCAP since 1983, and have held my current position since 2007.  

The Business & Membership Affairs Department focuses on assisting members and other ASCAP 

Departments with complex issues that arise in various aspects of ASCAP’s core businesses of 

licensing and tracking the performances of ASCAP members’ works in all media, royalty 

distributions and finance, and the systems that support these activities.  My responsibilities include 

overseeing and managing a staff which monitors quarterly distribution activity and researches 

claims related to works registration, copyright status, royalty distributions and disputes.  I have 

worked closely on special projects with major publisher and high-profile writer members 

concerning various copyright and financial issues.  Included in these responsibilities are issues 

related to song ownership. 

3. During my early tenure at ASCAP, I held various positions in the Distribution 

Department (now a department within ASCAP’s Performing Rights Group) including Director of 
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Performance Membership Services.  My responsibilities in that position included overseeing and 

managing a staff who responded to routine member questions and resolved member complaints.  I 

also had occasion to prepare answers to member protests regarding various distribution issues that 

were brought before the ASCAP Board of Review (an internal ASCAP grievance process).  In that 

position, I became familiar with the operation of all ASCAP Departments and their 

interdependencies. 

4. Based on my longstanding experience at ASCAP and consequent exposure to the 

general operations as BMI, SESAC and HFA, I have extensive knowledge about the music 

industry, music repertories and song ownership issues in general.  

The Parties  

5. The Performing Rights Organizations, in the aggregate, represent the public 

performing rights in the U.S. of many hundreds of thousands of composer, lyricist, songwriter and 

publisher members and affiliates with combined repertories of many millions of copyrighted musical 

works.  The Performing Rights Organizations are also affiliated with about ninety foreign 

performing rights societies around the world and license the repertories of those societies in the U.S.   

6. HFA acts as licensing agent for thousands of music publishers in the United States – 

who in turn represent the interests of hundreds of thousands of songwriters.  HFA also represents 

multiple foreign societies that represent the interests of hundreds of thousands of songwriters and 

music publishers through agreements with such foreign mechanical rights organizations.  

7. The members and affiliates of the Settling Parties authorize one or the other of the 

Settling Parties to file claims to DART Musical Works Fund royalties each year on their behalf -- 

including for the years 2005, 2006, 2007 and 2008 -- and to collect and distribute to them such 

royalties.  In the aggregate, the Settling Parties represent in this proceeding nearly a million U.S. 
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songwriters, composers and music publishers, as well as the hundreds of thousands of songwriters, 

composers and music publishers of many dozens of foreign performing rights organizations that 

have authorized the Settling Parties to act on their behalf in this proceeding.  

8. Moreover, collectively, the Settling Parties represent the vast majority of U.S. 

songwriters, composers and music publishers, and many thousands from around the world, and 

represent collectively the vast majority of U.S. musical works and many tens of thousands of foreign 

musical works.  

9. I understand the only other party in this proceeding is one individual claimant, 

David Powell (“Mr. Powell”).  

10. Mr. Powell is not currently a member of, or affiliated with, any of the Settling 

Parties, nor was he a member or affiliated with any of the Settling Parties in 2005, 2006, 2007 or 

2008.  

11. Mr. Powell filed claims on his own behalf to royalties from both subfunds of the 

2006 Musical Works Fund: the Writers Subfund and the Publishers Subfund (the “Powell 

Claims”).  Other than the Powell Claims, Mr. Powell filed no other claims to royalties at issue in 

this proceeding.  Accordingly, I understand that the only issue in this proceeding is the distribution 

of royalties from the 2006 Musical Works Fund, Writers and Publishers Subfunds.  

 12. The purpose of my testimony is to assist the Copyright Royalty Judges in 

determining, on the one hand, the entitlement to DART royalties from the 2006 Musical Works 

Fund, Writers and Publisher Subfunds, of the hundreds of thousands of writers and publishers 

represented by the Settling Parties, and, on the other hand, Mr. Powell’s entitlement to DART 

royalties from such Subfunds.  
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Basis for Allocation of Royalties  

 13. Counsel had advised me that there are two statutory criteria on which to allocate 

royalty payments: (1) transmissions of musical works to the public, i.e., broadcast performances; 

or (2) distributions of phonorecords containing those musical works to the public, that is, sales of 

CDs, tapes, records and digital copies.  I understand that all prior distributions to individual 

claimants in DART distribution proceedings have been based solely on sales data.1  

 14. Regardless of which of these two criteria is used to allocate royalty distributions to 

the parties, in order to determine what percentage of the royalties are attributable to Mr. Powell 

(and, therefore, to the Settling Parties) it is necessary to first identify the number of musical works 

in or to which Mr. Powell has ownership rights or can claim sales or performances (whichever 

metric is appropriate).  Once it can be determined which works are attributable to Mr. Powell, it can 

then be logically determined that all other musical works would be attributed to the Settling Parties.  

 15. In order to determine whether any musical works sold or transmitted in 2006 were 

attributable to Mr. Powell and thereby verify his claim, the Settling Parties first looked to the work 

listed in the Powell Claims.  The Settling Parties also searched our internal databases and publicly 

available sources including the Copyright Office’s public database.  After thorough investigations, 

the Settling Parties failed to identify any musical works, authored, owned by or associated with Mr. 

Powell, including the work listed as part of the Powell Claims.  
                                                 
1 There have been four prior DART Musical Works Fund distribution proceedings, involving the 1992-1994 Funds, 
1995-1998 Funds, 1999-2001 Funds and 2002-2004 Funds. Each of these proceedings, like this one, involved an 
allocation between individual claimants, like Mr. Powell in this proceeding, and a group of settling parties which 
included the Settling Parties in the current proceeding. In the prior proceedings, the allocation was made on the basis 
of sales data from SoundScan alone – the individual claimant being entitled to a percentage of royalties equal to the 
percentage of sales of recordings containing the individual claimant’s works in relation to total sales (with the Settling 
Parties thereby entitled to the remaining royalties). See Librarian of Congress Distribution Order in Docket No. 95-1 
CARP DD 92-94, Distribution of the 1992,1993, and 1994 Musical Works Funds, 62 Fed. Reg. 6558 (February 12, 
1997) (Appendix 1); Librarian of Congress Distribution Order in Docket No. 99-3 CARP DD 95-98, Distribution of 
1995, 1996, 1997, and 1998 Digital Audio Recording Technology Royalties, 66 Fed. Reg. 9360 (February 7, 2001) 
(Appendix 7); Order, In the Matter of Distribution of 1999, 2000 and 2001 Digital Audio Recording Funds, Docket No. 
2000-6 CARP DD 99-01 (January 31, 2003); and Order, In the Matter of Distribution of 2002, 2003 and 2004 Digital 
Audio Recording Funds, Docket No. 2006-5 CRB DD 2002-2004 (June 24, 2009). 
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The Powell Claims  

 16. The Powell Claims constitute two filings submitted by Mr. Powell to the U.S. 

Copyright Office on May 24, 2007.  Copies of the Powell Claims are attached hereto as Exhibits 1 

and 2.  In his filings, Mr. Powell claims to fit within the definition of “interested copyright party” 

under 17 U.S.C. Section 1001(7)(B) as “a legal or beneficial owner of, or the person that controls, 

the right to reproduce in a digital musical recording or analog musical recording a musical work 

that has been embodied in a digital musical recording or analog musical recording lawfully made 

under [the Copyright Act] that has been distributed.”  

 17. In order to establish a basis for his claims, Mr. Powell identifies in his filings a 

single work entitled “Liberation Movement” (the “Claimed Work”).  The Powell Claims do not 

include any additional information regarding this work, including whether it was performed in 

2006 as a musical work or embodied in a digital musical sound recording or analog musical sound 

recording and distributed as a phonorecord.   

 18. The Settling Parties searched the U.S. Copyright Office records for any registration 

information regarding the Claimed Work or any other work authored or owned by Mr. Powell.  The 

Settling Parties were able to locate two copyright registrations from the U.S. Copyright Office with 

a registration for a work in Mr. Powell’s name.  The first is a registration on a Form TX (number 

TXu 1-344-005) dated July 31, 2006 for a textual work entitled “David Powell Liberation 

Movement.”  The second is a registration on a Form SR (number SRu 628-683) dated July 28, 2006 

for a sound recording work entitled “Liberation Movement D. Powell Life Story,” the underlying 

authorship of which is “drama, literary work lecture text, words, multimedia kit.”  Copies of the 

Copyright Office registration certificates for these works are attached hereto as Exhibits 3-4.  
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 19.   Neither of the two copyright registrations appears to be associated with a musical work, 

but rather appears to be associated with textual material. 

 20. The Settling Parties additionally searched their own internal databases that contain 

ownership and authorship information regarding the millions of works in each of the Settling 

Parties’ repertories.  The Settling Parties did not find, based on such research, any information 

regarding any musical work attributed to, or owned or authored by, Mr. Powell, including the 

Claimed Work. 

 21. The Settling Parties additionally searched numerous other available sources of 

musical works information, including information available through general Internet searches, 

and did not find any information evidencing or demonstrating a musical work attributed to, or 

owned or authored by, Mr. Powell, including the Claimed Work. 

Allocation of Royalty Payments  

 22. From the information contained on the copyright certificates for the Claimed Work 

listed as part of the Powell Claims and from other investigations of internal and other databases and 

online sources, there are no musical works attributed to, owned or authored by, Mr. Powell for the 

purposes of this proceeding.  

 23. Based on my experience in the music performing rights field for nearly 30 years and 

my extensive knowledge of the music catalogs represented by the Settling Parties (particularly the 

Performing Rights Organizations), it is my opinion that the Settling Parties represent the writers 

and publishers for all copyrighted titles contained in recordings sold, distributed or performed 

during the relevant period and are entitled to all royalties from the 2006 Musical Works Fund, 

Writers and Publisher Subfunds.  
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TESTIMONY OF LISA ROBINSON 
 

 

Background 
 

1.  My name is Lisa J. Robinson.   I am the Director, Accounts Receivable and Income 

Tracking, at The Harry Fox Agency, Inc. (“HFA”).   My responsibilities at HFA include tracking 

and collecting royalties due to HFA in connection with mechanical licenses issued on behalf of 

HFA’s  affiliated publishers and self-published songwriters.  Prior to joining HFA, I was in the 

Royalty Income Tracking Department at EMI Music Publishing from 1999 to 2007 where I 

began as an Administrative Assistant and was later promoted to Manager.  I began my career in 

the music publishing business at Broadcast Music, Inc. (“BMI”) where I worked as a 

Coordinator in the Research Department.  I received a Bachelor of Science from Syracuse 

University in 1994.  In these roles, I have developed an expertise in using commercially 

available and publicly available databases and information to track both physical and digital 

distributions of recordings of musical works in order to ensure that publishers and songwriters 

are paid the appropriate amount of royalties due under license. 

The Parties 
 

2.  I am testifying as a witness for HFA, BMI, the American Society of Composers, 

Authors and Publishers (“ASCAP”), and SESAC, Inc. (“SESAC”) (collectively, the “Settling 

Parties”).  Based on my experience in the music publishing business, the Settling Parties 

represent hundreds of thousands of U.S. songwriters, composers and music publishers.  In 

addition, I understand that thousands of songwriters, composers and music publishers 

represented by foreign performing rights organizations have authorized the Settling Parties to act 

on their behalf in this proceeding. 
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3.  I understand that the purpose of this proceeding is to determine the relative 

entitlements of the Settling Parties and a single individual claimant, David Powell, to shares of 

the Writers and Publishers Subfunds of the Musical Works Fund of the 2006 Digital Audio 

Recording Technology (“DART”) royalty fund (the “Funds at Issue”).  

4.  I have reviewed Mr. Powell’s claims to the Funds at Issue, both of which were 

received by the U.S. Copyright Office on May 24, 2007.  In them, Mr. Powell identifies a single 

work entitled “Liberation Movement” as the basis for his claims to a share of the Funds at Issue.  

5.  The purpose of my testimony is to assist the Copyright Royalty Judges in determining 

(a) whether Mr. Powell is entitled to a share of the Funds at Issue and, if so, (b) the amounts of 

the Funds at Issue to allocate between the hundreds of thousands of writers and publishers 

represented by the Settling Parties, on the one hand, and Mr. Powell, on the other. 

The Standard Publishing Databases Do Not List Mr. Powell’s “Liberation Movement,” Nor 
Does Nielsen’s SoundScan Data for 2006 Identify Any Sales of Such a Work  
 

6.  Based on the information provided by Mr. Powell, I have conducted a search for 

“Liberation Movement” and any other compositions or recordings attributed to Mr. Powell in 

HFA’s song database, ASCAP’s ACE music repertory database, BMI’s repertoire database, and 

SESAC’s repertory database. 

7.   I have been unable to locate “Liberation Movement” by Mr. Powell or any other work 

credited to Mr. Powell in any of these databases, which are used by the music industry to identify 

and license musical compositions. 

8.  In addition, I conducted a search for “Liberation Movement” and any other tracks 

credited to Mr. Powell in Nielsen’s SoundScan music sales measurement service.  Nielsen’s 

SoundScan is a widely used service that collects point-of-sale data regarding digital and physical 

record sales from venues, mass merchants, retail chains, independent record stores and digital 
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download providers across the U.S.  Data regarding these sales can be viewed by title, artist, 

album, label, UPC or ISRC code, among other search fields.  Nielsen’s SoundScan data serves as 

a major source for the Billboard charts and is used by HFA and the music industry to track 

physical and digitals sales of recordings. 

9.  I was unable to locate any sales in Nielsen’s 2006 SoundScan data of “Liberation 

Movement” or any other tracks credited to Mr. Powell.  Indeed, I did not locate any sales at all of 

“Liberation Movement” or any other tracks credited to Mr. Powell since Nielsen SoundScan 

began collecting such information. 

Apportionment of DART Royalties Based on Sales 

10.  I understand that one method by which shares to DART royalties may be apportioned 

among claimants is through an analysis of the sales of sound recordings in which copyrighted 

musical works owned or controlled by claimants are embodied. 

11.  I, therefore, am providing data regarding the total number of “album” (CDs, LPs, 

cassettes and digital albums) and “singles” sales in 2006, the subject year, as reported by 

Nielsen’s SoundScan data service.  Then, I will calculate the total number of individual tracks 

sold during 2006 by using the following formula:  First, I will multiply the total physical album 

sales reported by Nielsen SoundScan by 10, based on my experience that participants in the 

music industry assume, on average, an album contains 10 individual songs.  Second, I will add to 

the resulting figure the total number of digital tracks sold during 2006, which includes both 

digital “singles” sales and individual digital tracks on digital albums sold. Third, I will add to the 

resulting figure the total number of both physical “singles” sold during 2006. 
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Calculation of Royalty Payments 

12.  According to Nielsen SoundScan, the total number of physical albums sold in 2006 

in all formats was 555,563,000.  The total number of digital tracks sold during 2006, which 

includes both digital “singles” sales and individual digital tracks on digital albums sold was 

581,952,000.  The total number of physical singles sold in 2006 in all formats was 3,811,000. 

The total number of individual tracks (albums and singles) sold in 2006, therefore, was 

6,141,393,000.  This number is obtained by multiplying the number of physical albums 

(555,563,000) by ten, adding the number of digital tracks (581,952,000) and then adding the 

number of singles (3,811,000). 

13.  As mention above, I have found no evidence that Mr. Powell owns or controls any 

songs contained on digital or physical albums or singles sold in 2006.   The number of track sales 

attributable to Mr. Powell, therefore, is zero.  However, if Mr. Powell were to prove that 

recordings embodying his musical works were distributed in 2006, the percentage of the Funds at 

Issue attributable to Mr. Powell would be calculated by comparing the total number of sales of 

individual tracks embodying his works to the total number of individual tracks sold, calculated 

by using Nielsen SoundScan data for the year.  In other words, one would compute the 

percentage of the Funds at Issue attributable to Mr. Powell by dividing the number of sales of 

individual tracks embodying his works by 6,141,393,000, the total number of individual tracks 

sold in 2006. 

14.  Based on my experience in the music licensing industry and with record sales data, 

the representations made to me by the Settling Parties regarding the appropriate methodology for 

allocating the Funds at Issue and my understanding of the membership and affiliation of the 

performing rights organizations (BMI, ASCAP and SESAC) and HFA,  the remaining funds in 
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the Funds at Issue should be attributed to the hundreds of thousands of songwriters and music 

publishers represented by the Settling Parties.  
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